Abstract Air-sea fluxes are a crucial component in the energetics of the global climate system. The largest air-sea fluxes occur in regions of high sea surface temperature variability, such as ocean boundary, frontal currents and eddies. In this paper we explore the importance of ocean model resolution to resolve air-sea flux relationships in these areas. We examine the sea surface temperature-wind stress relationship in high-pass filtered observations and two versions of the Met Office climate model with eddy-permitting and eddyresolving ocean resolutions. Eddy-resolving resolution shows marginal improvement in the relationship over eddy-permitting resolution. However, by focussing on the North Atlantic we show that the eddy-resolving model has significant enhancement of latent heat loss over the North Atlantic Current region, a long-standing model bias. While eddy-resolving resolution does not change the air-sea flux relationship at small scale, the impact on the mean state has important implications for the reliability of future climate projections.
Introduction
Small-scale interactions between atmosphere and ocean, mediated via air-sea fluxes, have been shown to have large-scale implications for the climate system. Minobe et al. [2008] showed how Sea Surface Temperature (SST) gradients influence the deep atmosphere, while other studies [e.g., Zhang and Vallis, 2013] showed how such interactions affect penetration of heat into the ocean interior. The wind response to mesoscale SST is also coupled to other boundary layer changes such as clouds (via surface convergence), as noted by Perlin et al. [2014] . SST-induced wind stress curl changes can have important feedbacks to the ocean circulation via Ekman pumping . Chelton and Xie [2010] have used observational data to demonstrate a quasi-linear relationship between small-scale SST and wind perturbations, providing an important metric for frontal and mesoscale processes.
Most previous studies of air-sea processes have used a comparison between an ocean model in which eddies are wholly parameterized (of order 1°, typical of Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP)-class models), and one in which eddies are resolved (at least in many parts of the globe) [Hallberg, 2013] at~1/10°. Hence it is unclear whether the full eddy resolution is required, or if an eddy-permitting resolution (~1/4°) may be adequate to represent these interactions. Although there are reasons why such resolutions are not idealsignificantly more expensive than 1°, uncertainty over how to represent sub-grid scale processes, and significantly lower eddy kinetic energy than observed -they do offer improved variability, including ocean eddies, and representation of crucial large-scale features such as boundary currents, leading to reductions in biases [Scaife et al., 2011] .
This work has used the first eddy-resolving global coupled simulation with the 1/12°NEMO ocean model coupled to 25 km atmosphere model (as described in Hewitt et al. [2016] ) to study air-sea interactions over a 20 year timeframe. It is compared to a similarly configured model with an eddy-permitting ¼°resolution. In section 2 we describe the experimental design, models, and observational datasets used in this study. In section 3 we describe our analysis of the relationships between high-pass filtered fields of SST, wind stress and latent heat following the work of Chelton et al. [2004] , Chelton and Xie [2010] , and Bryan et al. [2010] , and link this to the relationship between monthly mean anomalies of SST and turbulent flux after Kirtman et al. [2012] . In section 4 we show how an improved mean state in the eddy-resolving ocean is crucial for the large-scale climate in the North Atlantic, via both improved latent heat fluxes and an enhanced boundary current. In section 5 we present our conclusions and discuss future avenues of research.
Methods
This study uses models documented extensively by Hewitt et al. [2016] , and hence, only a short summary of the relevant details will be given here. The configuration of the coupled model with 60 km MetUM atmosphere, ¼°NEMO ocean [Madec, 2014] resolution, and the CICE sea-ice model [Hunke et al., 2015] is based on HadGEM3-GC2 [Williams et al., 2015] , with several alterations, and is hereby referred to as N216-O025. Given the interest in air-sea fluxes, the coupling period has been reduced to hourly (from 3 hourly) -note also that the ocean model has a 1 m thick top box. The primary comparison model is a 25 km atmosphere model coupled to the 1/12°NEMO ocean model (referred to as N512-O12), the configuration of the latter detailed in Hewitt et al. [2016] , with all other settings as similar as possible to the lower resolution model. In particular, there was no tuning of the higher-resolution model -perhaps fortunately the top of atmosphere flux balance was little changed between the models [Hewitt et al., 2016] . The initial ocean state for the models is from rest using the EN3 ocean analysis averaged over years 2004 [Ingleby and Huddleston, 2007 . The atmosphere initial state is from a previous 25 km atmosphere-only simulation, regridded to the lower resolution.
The observational and reanalysis datasets used are as follows: wind speed from which wind stress is derived using the bulk formula for surface drag for neutral stability as developed by Large and Pond [1981] and modified by Trenberth et al. [1990] from both the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission satellite 2000 [Ricciardulli et al., 2011] and the cross-calibrated, multi-platform (CCMP), multi-instrument ocean surface wind velocity data set [Atlas et al., 2011 ; NASA/GSFC/NOAA, 2009]; daily 1/20°SST (regridded as appropriate) from the ESA-CCI project [Merchant et al., 2014] for 2000-2008; daily ¼°NOAA-Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature (OISST) [Reynolds et al., 2007] ; daily 1°latent heat fluxes from the OAFlux dataset [Yu et al., 2008] for 1985-2014; and monthly mean net surface heat flux product DEEP-C [Liu et al., 2015] for 1985-2012 at 0.7°r esolution, which employs a new methodology to estimate globally balanced net fluxes based on Top of Atmosphere observations and ERA-Interim energy divergence [after Trenberth et al., 2001] .
The spatial filtering of the daily fields has been performed using a box car filter with default scales of 18°long-itude by 6°latitude. This is similar to the Loess filter used in the work of Maloney and Chelton [2006] , Chelton and Xie [2010] , and Bryan et al. [2010] but simpler to implement (Supporting information S1 provides algorithm and other details). To remove the spatially varying anomalies, each daily global field is high-pass spatially filtered and then monthly averaged. This allows only the stationary (mesoscale) anomalies to be retained. The monthly means are used both to derive some measure of linear regression fit (see later) and also for the temporal correlations. The individual months are averaged over multi-year seasons and extracted over the regions of interest. Text S1 documents more details and includes a comparison of output with previous studies. 
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Air-Sea Flux Relationships
Our initial analysis concentrates on the relationship of mesoscale perturbations in SST and wind stress. As discussed in Chelton and Xie [2010] , at large scales there tends to be a negative correlation between SST and wind speed [Xie, 2004 , and references therein], indicative of the ocean passively responding to wind-induced turbulent fluxes. At the mesoscale, however, the correlation becomes positive, implying that the associated oceanatmosphere interactions are driven by spatial variations of SST.
The focus here is on the North Atlantic (other regions and methods are included in Text S1). Our analysis of air-sea interaction uses the highpass spatially filtered fields of SST and wind stress in order to assess the relationship between mesoscale perturbations of these fields. As shown in previous studies [e.g., Bryan et al., 2010; Chelton and Xie, 2010] , it might be expected that the relationship will strengthen and better agree with observations as increased model resolution enables both sharper frontal structures and enhanced variability. Table S1 .
The gradient in the linear regression between the binned SST and wind stress (termed coupling coefficient) in December-January-February for the Gulf Stream from three different sources of observation/reanalysis data is 0.014-0.016 and agrees well with that from Chelton and Xie [2010] of 0.014 (the latter based on January-February data from QuikSCAT and Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-EOS observations of SST). Notably, we include a wider SST range here but the results are comparable. Both N216-O025 and N512-O12 significantly underestimate the observed gradient by about 40%. This is due to underestimating the observed wind stress magnitudes, with little change between the two models. Most previous studies have shown differences when comparing~1°and~1/10°models in regions of strong mesoscale activity and favored the latter, while our results suggest that eddy-permitting resolution is sufficient to capture as much of the SST-wind stress relationship as seems to depend on model resolution.
Although the gradient is similar between models, Figure 1 (bottom) shows that the relative frequency of occurrence of each SST bin (normalized by the total number of points used in each dataset) does differ with resolution -the N512-O12 has two to three times more values at the positive extreme than N216-O025. Similarly, the OAFlux Text S1 ). Red is the N216-O025 model, and blue is N512-O12. There are three pairs of observationally based data: ESA-CCI SST and QuikSCAT windstresses, OISST and CCMP wind stresses, and OAFlux surface temperature and wind stress. Error bars on the scatter plot are derived from the combined standard deviation of each monthly mean field, while for the regression the error is derived from the standard deviation of each monthly linear fit. (bottom) Normalized frequency of each SST bin for each dataset on a y-log scale.
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dataset has fewer extreme values than the higher-resolution observational-based datasets. In regions where the SST and wind are correlated (see below), greater extremes could be expected to give rise to rectification of short-term mesoscale variability onto longer period variations of turbulent fluxes of heat, given that SST and wind product terms are involved in both the sensible and latent heat bulk formulations (see Text S3). The asymmetry in Figure 1 (bottom) between positive and negative SST seems to arise from the geography of the Gulf Stream and its coastline-other regions are more symmetric. To demonstrate that the relationships shown here are consistent with previous studies (given differences in both the data and filtering algorithms), in Text S1 the high pass spatial structure is shown over the Gulf Stream and Agulhas regions, comparable to Figure 1 of Chelton and Xie [2010] and Figure 2 of Bryan et al. [2010] . The SST-wind stress over the Kuroshio region has similar features as over the Gulf Stream, while in the Agulhas region the models agree better with observations with a small improvement at enhanced resolution-the latter may be due to the retroflection in the Agulhas region and hence a different character compared to the lateral boundary in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio.
The global-scale correlation between the monthly high-pass filtered SST and wind stress illustrates the temporal covariability between these fields. Bryan et al. [2010] showed that a 1°ocean model was not able to capture the observed relationship. Figures 2a, 2c , 2e, and 2g show that both N216-O025 and N512-O12 models capture all the regions of significant positive correlation seen in the observations. The only differences 
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between the models are enhanced correlation in the central northern Pacific, near boundary currents, and a larger region of high correlation in the Southern Ocean in N512-O12. In general, the model correlations are stronger than those seen in the observations, which implies that either the models are flawed or that observations are imperfectly sampling the climate. Corresponding correlations and regressions using only the winter hemisphere months are shown in Text S2, which suggests that much of the enhanced correlation in the eddy-resolving model originates in winter, perhaps related to the higher frequency of larger anomalies as seen in Figure 1 (bottom) and consequent stronger fluxes.
To complement understanding of the processes involved in covariability of SST and surface flux, we examine the correlation of temporal anomalies of monthly SST and turbulent flux. Kirtman et al. [2012] argue that regions of positive correlation are indicative of the ocean driving the atmosphere. The SST-heat flux correlations from models and observations are shown in Figures 2b, 2d , 2f, and 2h (the correlations are almost identical when using only latent heat flux). These agree well with those in Kirtman et al. [2012] , with positive correlations strongly tied to boundary currents, the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and in the equatorial regions. For additional confirmation, the same correlation was calculated for the National Centers for Environmental Prediction-Climate Forecast System Reanalysis high-resolution reanalysis [Saha et al., 2010] -this resembles the N216-O025 model in the tropics and Southern Hemisphere but in the Northern Hemisphere the correlations are only marginally higher than Figure 2h . Again, we find that the statistical relationships seen at eddy-resolving resolution (Figure 2 and Kirtman) are already achieved at eddypermitting resolution.
Importantly, we also observe that the observationally-based datasets, particularly DEEP-C [Liu et al., 2015] , do not capture the mid-latitude correlations, suggesting either that the heat flux observations are insufficient to capture this variability (Hyder et al., in preparation), or that the observed SST variability is under-represented. This has implications for how reliably observational datasets can be used to assess model processes. Further analysis of this temporal behaviour will be addressed in future work.
We note that the temporal correlations of SST-windstress and SST-heat flux are surprisingly similar given that they are derived from the two different methods and datasets. This suggests a dominant role for the turbulent heat flux anomalies which are directly or indirectly linked to SST and wind stress anomalies.
Surface Fluxes and Heat Transports
The evidence presented above indicates that the 1/4°ocean is almost as good as the eddy-resolving model in representing air-sea fluxes, based on this limited set of common metrics. However, as shown in Hewitt et al. [2016] , many aspects of the 1/12°coupled simulation mean state are significantly better, particularly in the North Atlantic and Southern Ocean. Here we attempt to explain these differences, and how the coupling strength assessed previously is implicated in them.
The annual mean surface heat flux from the DEEP-C dataset [Liu et al., 2015] in the North Atlantic, together with the differences from OAFlux and models, is shown in Figure S4 . The lack of heat loss to the south of the Gulf Stream in N216-O025 and related cold SST bias is a long-standing bias common to many models [Wang et al., 2014] . The likely causes of the bias include the path of the North Atlantic Current (linked to separation of the Gulf Stream from the coast being typically too far north in lower resolution models) (Chassignet and Marshall [2008] and others), the magnitude of the ocean SST gradient [Minobe et al., 2008] , and having an adequate atmosphere resolution to properly respond to the SST gradients. In N512-O12 simulation the heat flux bias to DEEP-C is significantly reduced (though note the uncertainty in observationally based products in Figure S4b) , equating to an average extra heat loss in this region of around 1.5 W m À2 .
Examination of the model heat flux components reveals that the vast majority of this enhanced heat loss is in the latent heat. As shown in Text S3, using time-mean fields from the models, and a simple bulk formula [Fairall et al., 2003 ] to calculate the turbulent heat fluxes, it can be shown that the increased latent heat loss, particularly south of the current path, is due to an increase in mean SST in the eddy-resolving model (of order 1°C) -Small et al. [2014] also found the SST to dominate latent heat flux changes. The SST-latent heat flux relationship derived from spatial filtering (Text S3) agrees with this (i.e., a 1°C SST change equating to a heat flux of about 20 W m À2 ), and hence the reduction in heat flux bias is a combination of an improved SST mean state, together with a sufficiently strong atmosphere-ocean coupling strength to enable the enhanced heat
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loss to the atmosphere. Better resolved interactions between ocean eddies and atmosphere, as shown by Ma et al. [2016] , and enhanced synoptic forcing [Wu et al., 2016] may also play an important role.
Accompanying the increased heat loss to the atmosphere in N512-O12 is an induced divergence in heat transport in the ocean, which drives an increase in ocean northward heat transport (Figure 3a) . The N512-O12 simulation is in much better agreement with the observations [Hewitt et al., 2016, Figure 4] , and is associated with an increase in the meridional overturning circulation. Figures 3b and 3c show the transport in binned temperature classes across 28°N and the integral of the transport along 28°N, illustrating that the additional heat transport is accomplished at the highest temperatures within the boundary current. The N512-O12 simulation also has a slightly stronger southward heat transport at the colder (2-5°C) temperatures. This demonstrates the key role of the boundary currents.
Conclusions drawn from only 20 years of simulation should be treated with caution, so for comparison we include in Figure 3 (top) the 5 year running mean maximum and minimum northward heat transport from 100 year simulations using the eddy-permitting ocean and 3-hourly coupling described in Hewitt et al.
[2016] (GC2: green and GC2-N512: orange) and a 20 year N512-O025 simulation (light blue) parallel to those 
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10.1002/2016GL070559 described here. The N512-O12 mean remains outside the range from these longer simulations. The increased northward heat transport in N512-O12 is also associated with increased heat flux biases ( Figure S4d ) in the sub-polar gyre and Nordic/Arctic Seas due to warmer temperatures, possibly caused by addressing one part of a compensating error, while apparently lacking the required extra ocean heat loss farther north. Over longer timescales this would potentially impact the overturning circulation.
Hence, the combination of an adequate strength of the coupling between atmosphere and ocean (illustrated by the SST-wind stress relationship and already achieved in eddy-permitting model), together with an improved mean state in the eddy-resolving ocean (boundary current representation), combines together to generate improved surface fluxes.
Conclusions
This study has examined the air-sea flux relationships in eddy-resolving and eddy-permitting global coupled climate simulations, as well as changes to the mean state and the implications for the global large-scale circulation. We have shown that spatially high-pass filtered relationships between SST and wind stress are independent of ocean resolution in this study once that resolution is capable of representing the mesoscale adequately. To represent the mesoscale, it is necessary to permit eddies and/or adequate frontal structures and associated variability (the coupling period and ocean model vertical resolution may also be important). Both eddy-permitting and eddy-resolving models show a weaker relationship between SST and wind stress than observations. This is true across the three boundary current regions studied. The spatial pattern of correlation of the monthly mean high-pass spatial anomalies also agrees well, with boundary current and Southern Ocean regions having particularly high-temporal correlations. The strength of correlations is enhanced in the eddy-resolving model, showing the benefit of using multiple metrics to assess coupling strength. The same spatial correlation pattern is also shown to be much the same as that derived from correlations of monthly anomalies of SST and turbulent fluxes, as shown in Kirtman et al. [2012] .
However, further analysis of the model mean state (following on from Hewitt et al. [2016] ) reveals that the eddy-resolving ocean improves SST in the North Atlantic (partially due to the improved path of the North Atlantic Current), which produces a greatly enhanced latent heat loss to the atmosphere. The consequent increase in ocean heat transport divergence contributes to increased ocean northward heat transport and meridional overturning circulation, in much better agreement with observations. Further understanding of the large-scale consequences of air-sea interactions, both in the mean and smallscale anomalies, will require more analysis. For example, isolating the mechanisms leading to increased SST in the eddy-resolving model to the south of the North Atlantic Current path and hence the reduced flux errors might suggest ways to improve eddy-permitting models or at least understand the consequences of their biases better. Studies such as Ma et al. [2015] suggest that representing small-scale SST variability can be important for the large-scale atmospheric circulation. To address this, coordinated experiments in which the SST is spatially filtered may help to isolate the robust aspects of such interactions [Haarsma et al., 2016] . More reliable observations of turbulent fluxes on small space and timescales would enable a more robust assessment of model biases and help to disentangle model bias from observational uncertainty. A range of models may indicate whether the work by Perlin et al. [2014] , which suggests that aspects of boundary layer parameterization may play a significant role in the strength of the coupling coefficient, is applicable.
Although this study does not include an ocean model of~1°, previous studies [e.g., Bryan et al., 2010; Kirtman et al., 2012] suggest that models of this resolution are fundamentally flawed in representing air-sea interactions. Unless methods are found to improve deficiencies in coupling, models with an eddy-permitting ocean, will be necessary to produce robust projections of climate variability and change.
The current practice for coupled climate change simulations, in which multicentennial simulations are required to reach a quasi-equilibrium state with small drift before anthropogenic forcing is applied, is indicative of missing processes (biogeochemical processes excepted). These results suggest that improved process representation may be able to dramatically reduce climate drift and enable models to maintain states more similar to that observed.
There are some key weaknesses of this study that can be addressed in future work: 20 years of parallel simulation is clearly shorter than ideal (given initial model drifts) to study the long term climate circulation,
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though it is more than sufficient for the daily air-sea interactions, and only one configuration of one model is used. Both of these will be addressed by the European Union Horizon 2020 project PRIMAVERA, involving 19 European groups -this will assess the robustness of results shown here by producing a multi-model ensemble of eddy-resolving coupled simulations, each of hundred years in length, using the same integration protocol. Such simulations will be compared to lower resolution counterparts (as part of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) HighResMIP protocol) [Haarsma et al., 2016] to better understand climate processes that are either missing or poorly represented in typical climate model configurations.
